Can we learn from events at

about ‘Business Analysis’? [and LOTS more]

Of course.....
Initiative: ‘Business Analysis’

Examples of past events
- in association with other BCS Groups

Helping make IT good for Society

Initiative Lead:
Dr Kitty Hung
PhD, CITP, FBCS, MIIBA
Hybrid event by Kitty Hung 11.12.2023

Monday, 11 December

Hybrid: Beyond Disruption How Generative AI Empowers The Consultancy Sector

Video link: /www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-ptVwHslog
Beyond Disruption: How Generative AI Empowers the Consultancy Sector | BCS London Branches
Hybrid event by Kitty Hung 7.9.2023

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hm3tV1fOrWg

London Central & North Branches & Business Change Specialist Group

The Role of Business Analysis in the Age of Generative AI
Hybrid event by Kitty Hung 2.3.2023

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsSNGoHG0yo

London Central & North Branches

Challenges to Business Analysts in 2023
Business Analysis in the Brave New World

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGzf6tbrdLA
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